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1. Introduction
The advertisements’ detection and processing, as part of the media content
analysis (MCA), has a number of uses and offers significant benefits to companies,
organizations, different agencies and – particularly those that receive wide media
coverage. MCA [1] is increasingly used commercially because of the key roles
of the mass media. Fig. 1 provides an overview of the four roles and uses of
MCA mainly within the two areas – strategic planning and evaluation. Since the
advertisement TV block is media part of video stream and also a key in MCA,
advertisements’ detection and recognition is very important.
The media analysis of companies shows how the customer’s company is repre-
sented in the media – which most represents the company, which experts comment
company or the product, and also the same analysis for the competitive institution
in order to compare their publicity parameters with those of the customer’s com-
Figure 1: The four roles of media content analysis [1]
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pany. The considerable part of the TV announcements of the customer’s company
and/or competition companies is the broadcast of theirs advertisements. The ad-
vertisements are broadcasted on television channels every day in advertisements’
blocks, spread within other program elements (Fig.2). Companies pay a lot of
money to place their advertisements on certain channels and in certain time slots.
This way companies can assure that their advertisements were broadcasted.
Figure 2: Example of a video stream with advertisements blocks
As it is mentioned in [2] there are some specifics of advertisements. Some of
them are directly measurable, such as:
• repeated video sequence;
• restricted temporal length (generally between 10–60 sec);
• higher hard cut rate (scene changes);
• absence of correlation between consecutive scenes (due to camera and view-
point change).
Other features are indirectly measurable, such as:
• high action rates (high motion & normalized difference energy);
• short shot lengths;
• drastically change of the visual style (like dominant colours and light);
• removal of the network-logo during advertisement blocks;
• turning up the volume of the audio signal during advertisements (in spite
of the fact that some laws try to forbid this manner).
Another feature, mentioned in [2], connected to separating the consecutive
advertisements by 5–10 blank frames, is no longer observed maybe because of
better use of time for advertisements.
It should be noted that, the broadcasting of the advertisement can be trans-
formed (usually by removing parts of it) depending on the viewer’s preferences or
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the TV time relevant. In [3] it is shown an example of detection and recognition
of advertising trademarks from TV video stream of sport media.
2. Problem formulation
The problem can be formulated as follows:
Input:
1. A set of duration 30min video in MPEG4 format (25 fps; resolution 448x336
pixels), where the broadcast of 24 hours (or only prime time) of TV program
is saved;
2. A set of advertisement video templates (about 30sec) in the same format.
Constrains:
The algorithms need to be appropriate with respect to time processing and
hardware.
Output:
The time locations of a given advertisement template in the recorded TV
stream, if this advertisement was broadcasted in the recorded day.
3. The team propositions
3.1. First scenario – Direct frame-by-frame pixel comparison
The simplest, but the slowest method for checking if a frame (image) of a given
template video is contained in another video stream can be done by direct frame-
by-frame pixel comparison of the two video sets. Thus, the maximum number of
comparison will be N0
(
J∑
j=1
Nj
)
, where N0 is the number of frames in the video
Figure 3: The direct frame-by-frame pixels comparison
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stream; Nj is the number of frames in the j-th advertisement; J is the number
of the observed advertisements. Fig. 3 shows the complexity of the algorithm.
According to time processing this approach is not appropriate for us.
3.2. Second scenario – Speed-up, knowing JPEG’s DCT coefficients
in advance
Using DCT (Discrete Cosine Transform) coefficients of 8x8 region(s) from
the JPEG frames, some acceleration in the frame comparison function could be
achieved. This is true, because many of the DCT coefficients in 8x8 regions
are zeros, and we will compare less numbers than pixels in the same region. In
spite of this, the maximum number of comparison remains as in previous point.
Furthermore, using DCT coefficients would have sense if we could extract them
directly, but not computing them again.
3.3. Third scenario – Localizing the advertisement block and apply-
ing other scenarios in that block
The localization of the advertisements’ blocks is very important in order that
it solves more complex task – to focus the attention only on the frames of the
advertisements blocks. This way, applying some more complicated algorithms
only on this restricted area (searching for some objects as company’s logo, slogan,
some specific objects that are typical for the company or observed branch, etc.)
one can find not only known, but also the new advertisements of the observed
company.
In this case there can be analysed the place where the network logo is shown,
taking into account the fact that during the advertisements blocks this logo is
removed.
3.4. Fourth scenario – Matching the scenes duration of the adver-
tisement and the TV stream
We stop our attention on the scenario, which decreases the complexity of
the algorithm by replacing the frame-to-frame comparison with a scene-to-scene
matching. This algorithm gives the advantages in case when the cardinality of
the set of observed advertisements is bigger.
We represent the videos as 1D chain of numbers, which characterize the dura-
tion (in number of frames) of separate scenes of the videos. We consider a scene
as a portion in a video where there is no sharp change between two consecu-
tive frames. Thus, we compare the scenes duration belonging to the frames, and
only for the suspicious scenes (which are able to match) we perform one-to-many
frames comparison. This strategy has the big benefit of a much smaller number
in-frame comparisons than previous cases.
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4. Description of the proposed algorithm for the fourth scenario
Here we propose one simple and fast approach for scene detection analysing the
difference between each two consecutive frames. This approach ensures detection
of whole advertisements and/or arbitrary their pieces in a TV video stream.
Our algorithm consists of four steps:
1. Script the video streams as number vectors, representing the difference
between neighbour frames (differential videos).
2. Split the stream to sequences of scenes and represent as number vector
containing the durations (in frames) of each scene.
3. Comparison of number series (instead of frame series) between TV stream
and potential candidates of scenes from the advertisement set.
4. In case of matching or inclusion of time interval from TV stream with time
interval of some advertisement: frame comparison of representative frame
from TV video with the frames in scene-candidate from the advertisement.
4.1. Forming differential videos (for TV stream and for advertise-
ments)
The differential video can be estimated as:
Vdiff (n) =
1
X × Y
∑
∀(x,y)
f (Cn(x, y), Cn+1(x, y)),
where
n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 are frame numbers in an observed video stream (TV
record or advertisement);
Cn(x, y) is the examined characteristic of a pixel (x, y) from the n-th frame.
The examined characteristics can be luminosity, RGB colour, etc.;
X × Y is the frame size in pixels;
f is a function of the difference between Cn(x, y) and Cn+1(x, y). The
function f can be defined in different ways.
The simplest one is to calculate the absolute difference of the colour charac-
teristics values:
f = |Cn+1(x, y)− Cn(x, y)| .
In order to get better true scenes separability from the in-scenes noise, a Pixel
Similarity Threshold (PST ) can be applied [6] [7]. This way the function f can
be defined as:
f =
{
1 if |Cn+1(x, y)− Cn(x, y)| > PST,
0 otherwise.
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Fig. 4 shows the alteration of the resulting sequence for different values of
PST.
Figure 4: The results from applying different values of the threshold PST
As we can see, when the threshold PST is too low, the considerable noise
from the background is leaked into the foreground. On the other hand, when
the threshold is too high, information from the foreground can be lost, since
the system understands it as background. The objective is then to find such a
threshold PST where the most information from the foreground pixels remains
while the level noise is reduced.
Applying this algorithm on the TV video stream and on the advertisements,
we receive:
• for the TV video stream: (Idiff (1), . . . , Idiff (n− 1));
• for the j-th advertisement (j = 1, . . . , J), respectively: (Rjdiff (1), . . . ,
R
j
diff (n− 1)).
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This algorithm for scene split guarantees the split in equal manner for the TV
stream and for the advertisements.
4.2. Scenes detection and representation of videos as integer chains
The scene separation is connected with the process of finding the outliers in
the integer chain obtained in the previous step (Fig. 5). The simplest approach
to mark outliers is to choose a threshold thr1, which is the same for the TV video
and for the advertisement.
Figure 5: Visualisation of the process of scene detection
If Vdiff (n) > thr1 then the new scene starts ti ↔ n; ∆ti = ti+1 − ti − 1 is
the length (in frame numbers) of i-th detected scene; i = (0, . . . , s − 1); s is the
number of scenes.
This way, the i-th scene is the chain of frames in the interval [ti; ti+1] =
[ti; ti +∆ti].
The value of thr1 can be obtained using different approaches. One possible
variant is the statistical one based on the interquartile range (thr1 = Q3+1.5(Q3−
Q1) [6]) of the learning sample. There are different datasets that can be used for
this purpose:
1. to give as a learning set the advertisement stream. This would be good in
case if we search only for one advertisement, because the calculation of thr1
will be fast (this stream is no more than a minute) and also will take into
account the exact specifics of the observed advertisement. For searching a
set of advertisements this will lead to recalculating of the TV-chain for each
advertisement, which will extremely slow up the process;
2. to give as a learning set the concrete observed video stream. This approach
is also not good, because it is a slow process from one side, and all the
advertisements also have to be recalculated each time from the other side;
3. to determine once on a training sample containing streams from various
times of day and different TV channels. Because of the specifics of the
advertisements, already mentioned in [2], this approach also is not so good;
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4. to determine once using as a training sample a set of advertisements that
are broadcasted in a certain time by different TV channels. This way the
threshold will be obtained at once and will take into account more precisely
the specifics of the advertisements.
After applying this algorithm on the TV video and on the advertisements we
receive a set of chains:
• the TV chain: Ichain = (∆t0,∆t1, . . . ,∆ts−1),
• the advertisements chains: Rjchain = (∆τ
j
0
,∆τ j
1
, . . . ,∆τ jsj−1),
where ∆ti, i = 1, . . . , s− 1 are the durations (in number of frames) of respective
consecutive scenes in the TV stream and ∆τ jk , k = 1, . . . , sj −1 is the similar but
for the j-th advertisement stream, j = 1, . . . , J .
Below we show the results of one experiment of scene detection and the cre-
ation of time-interval chain for 20 sec advertisement and for 15 min TV stream.
The function that determines the absolute difference of pixels (x, y) between
n-th and n+ 1-th frame is:
f = |Rn+1(x, y)−Rn(x, y)|+ |Gn+1(x, y)−Gn(x, y)|+ |Bn+1(x, y)−Bn(x, y)| ,
where R, G, B are resp. Red, Green, Blue values of the corresponding pixels.
The threshold thr1 is calculated as IQR-outlier boundary using as a learning
set the advertisement.
Figures 6 and 7 show the results of scene detection and creation of time-interval
chain for 20 sec advertisement.
Note, that the breaks of the first frames into separate scenes is due to the fact
that in the beginning of the advertisement the frames include moving of objects
and background simultaneously, which leads to increasing the difference between
neighbour frames.
Figures 8 and 9 show the result of scene detection and time-interval chain
for 15 min TV stream of TV talk show. It is widely seen the increasing of the
intensity of scene changes in the advertisement block.
The work of obtaining optimal value of thr1 (constant or variable) has to
continue in order to overcome splitting into too low scenes. But the algorithm
must keep the property to split the scenes in equal manner in TV video and in
the advertisements. Only this way we can reduce the task to the algebraic one.
4.3. Detection of potential matching or inclusion of scenes from TV
in advertisements
In order to escape the damages of the length of the first and the last time
intervals (because of the noising from neighbour broadcasts) they are excluded
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Figure 6: Scene detection of 20 sec advertisement
Figure 7: The time-interval chain that represents scenes duration for this adver-
tisement
Figure 8: Scene detection of 15 min TV stream with one advertisement block
Figure 9: The time-interval chain that represents scenes duration for this TV
stream
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Figure 10: Cases of matching/inclusion of a scene from TV stream to a scene
from the advertisement
from the observation. As it was mentioned in [2], one of the specific features of
the advertisements is higher hard cut rate, which assures the bigger probability
Rjchain to be unique [7].
Main rule: One scene from a TV video can be part of a scene in a given
advertisement (i.e. to match or to be shorter), while the inversed situation is not
always valid.
This determines the searching direction for scenes comparison from a video
stream to the set of advertisements.
The necessity of this rule arises because of the cases when we are given only
the full advertisement template, but not the shorter variants, which consist of
part(s) of the whole scenes ∆τ ji from the full advertisement.
Usage of shorter variants is a regular practice of including the advertisements in
the TV stream due to duration limitations, prices, thematic limitations, number
of already made broadcasts of this advertisement, etc.
Thus, we can define four possible cases of inclusion of the scene ∆tk from video
broadcast:
1. The∆tk scene exactly matches with the∆τ
j
i scene from j-th advertisement;
2. Only the beginning of the ∆ti scene matches with the beginning of ∆τ
j
k
scene;
3. Only the end of the ∆ti scene matches with the end of ∆τ
j
k scene;
4. The beginning and the end of ∆ti scene are internal for the ∆τ
j
k scene. The
Algorithm is applicable also for the cases when more than one scene from
video is internal for a given scene from the advertisement.
Shortly the algorithm can be explained as:
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Scan the scenes from TV stream consecutively (∆ti, i = 1, . . . , s− 1)
If a previous scene was recognized as a scene from the j-th advertisement
Scan from the current scene ∆τ jk for possible inclusion (comparing scenes
duration)
If yes: continue with frame-to-frame comparison for adopt-
ing/rejecting hypothesis for finding a scene from the j-th advertise-
ment (algorithm is explained in the next step)
If no: start searching for other advertisement comparing from the
beginning of the scenes of each advertisement from the set
If a previous scene was not recognized as a scene from the j-th advertisement
Comparing ∆ti with scenes ∆τ
j
k traversing all j = 1, . . . , J and k =
1, . . . , sj − 1 until find some scene as possible candidate or exhaust the
scenes from the advertisements set.
If there was scene-candidate: continue with frame-to-frame compari-
son for adopting/rejecting hypothesis for finding a scene from the j-th
advertisement.
4.4. Comparison of a frame from observed TV video scene with the
frames in scene-candidate from the advertisement (if it exists)
This part is applicable when in the previous step the algorithm extracts the
scene from the advertisement to be potentially matching or covering the observed
scene from the TV stream.
Let:
– i be the index of observed scene from TV stream and kj is k-th scene of
the j-th advertisement that was nominated as candidate;
– f1 and f∆ti be respectively first and last frame from the i-th scene of TV
stream;
– ϕx, x = 1, . . . ,∆τ
j
k be a frame from the scene-candidate (k) from the j-th
advertisement.
In order to cover easily all possible variants of scene inclusion we make the
frame comparison in the following manner (Fig. 11):
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1. start with comparison of f1 = ϕ1
2. if yes – it covers first variant or second variant of inclusion
3. if no – start with comparison of f∆ti = ϕ∆τ j
k
4. if yes – it covers the third variant of inclusion (the first one have to be
already detected)
5. if no – consecutively continue comparison of: a) f1 with the next
frame from the beginning of the advertisement scene (inc(x):1,. . . ,y) and
b) f∆ti with the previous scene from the end of the advertisement scene
(dec(y):∆τ jk ,. . .x) until one of two situations arises:
a. the equal frames are found – i.e. the scene of TV video belongs to
the advertisement;
b. two counters x and y meet each other – i.e. there was no frame in
the advertisement scene equal to the first or last frame of the TV
video.
Figure 11: The sequence of frames comparison between scene from TV stream
and scene-candidate from the advertisement
Conclusions
The observed approach ensures detection of the advertisements in a TV video
stream for appropriate time processing and storage requirements.
MATLAB proved to be an important tool when developing prototypes due to
its built-in video processing and mathematical tools. For real time implementa-
tion the use of lower level languages is required.
The first experiments of the program, realized on C#, showed the promised
results.
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